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assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS . 
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PART ONE



JIGS FOR WOODEN AIRCRAFT By Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume, EAA 8579



Fuselages efore constructing any form of jig, the first consideration is just exactly what is the jig for. What is it B intended to do and how much can be expected of the ideal jig. Broadly speaking, the jig is the airplane constructor's 'third hand", a hand which is capable of positively holding with extreme pre-determined accuracy a number of parts all at once and in the correct juxtaposition. It is



your 'third hand' because it will faithfully hold tubes for welding in the right position, locate parts for skinning and keep the sides of the ship true for marrying up.



A jig can be made from almost anything from fiberglas through to chipboard, wire, bricks and even concrete, papier-mache and plaster. The floor under your feet can be turned into an almost astronomical number of jigs and jig bases. A little careful thought beforehand, possibly aided by outside advice such as this article, will enable you to produce a 'third hand' for almost every tricky job on the ship. With a wooden airplane it is invariably possible to fabricate jigs from scrap timber, proprietary fiberboards and scrap commercial plywood. Nails, screws and glue join together the jig parts. A level surface such as the workroom floor or a large smooth bench top makes the best base for a large jig. Personally, I use my lounge



Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume with Luton Minor (pre-war model) which he built in 1949. The ship is still going strong. The above photo was taken at Panshanger Airfield near Hertford last summer.



convert this to suit whatever project the homebuilder has on hand.



One of the easiest single-place airplanes to build is the Luton Minor and it also serves to employ the basic construction jigs which the amateur will need. The slab-sided type of fuselage is the easiest to build. Some constructors have built Minors, Turbulents and other types by completing the spruce structure, then



attempting to nail on the ply — in space! Unless great pains are taken to level up the flapping spruce frame and keep it free from twist, it is very likely that you will end up with a warped fuselage. Rather like hold-



ing a tack still and banging it with the wall to hang a picture up' First off, Fig. 1 shows the complete Minor fuselage. Make this without a jig of one form or another and you're



either a genius or a lunatic! Built in a jig, it's a cinch. Here's how. Two fuselage sides are needed, basically the same



only handed. Should take two hours to lay out the jigs, Continued on Next Page



floor with the carpet rolled back! With a simple fabrication such as a wing rib or laminated bow, the necessary jigs are easy to make and are not in any way involved. However, when a large assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted.



Start on a level surface and work with a level and plumbbob. If a jig has to be accurate, then the first requirement is that the jig should be level as you will find that by working to a known datum (a level coupled to a centre-line), the job is far quicker and easier. In this first article, a few hints on wooden fuselages will be given. To enable the reader to understand a jigging pattern for wooden airplanes, it is easiest to detail



briefly the construction of a machine wherein particular emphasis will be placed on the necessary jigs. From this basis, a little careful and intelligent thought can



Fig. 1 — Box or slab-sided construction. SPORT
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Part side AlhfJ at em lo Fig. 2 — The jig for assembling the "Minor" fuselage sides. Note how the blocks are placed at joints to prevent the members bending. In the illustration, half the jig has been completed with the locating blocks. If desired, the



members may be located between headless nails in place of wood blocks. However, it is essential to see that the blocks or nails do not protrude above the members otherwise the ply will stand off.



JIGS FOR WOODEN AIRCRAFT . . . Continued from previous page an hour to cut and fit the jig blocks to locate the members, three hours to cut and fit the cross diagonals and longerons in the two sides, an hour to glue up both sides



driven with either an office stapling machine or an industrial stapling gun. Leave overnight to set. If difficulty is exerienced in removing the side from the jig,



and two hours to fit the ply skin (assuming that it is already scarfed up into one long strip from standard sheets). This shows that the two fuselage sides ready for marrying up can be built almost from scratch within the space of one working day. With a simple jig for each side, the ply skin is fitted



whilst each and every member is positively located and supported by the jig base. If the jig is carefully marked out it is impossible to go wrong. By making the jigs for the two sides side-by-side on the floor, any discrepancies can readily be detected before cutting wood. The



illustration Fig. 2, shows the layout of the pair of fuselage side jigs for the Minor. On this particular airplane, the longerons and cross



members are % in. thick varying from % in. to % in. wide, so all locating blocks should be not more than ¥2 in. or % in. thick otherwise they may tend to hold off the



ply skin when fixed. A small length of scrap stock will serve as a gauge for locating the members snugly in the jig. Make certain that the top longerons are straight and not rippled. When all is marked out and checked, bend in the longerons and start cutting the diagonal members. The mitres are easily cut with a small tenon saw or cabinet makers' saw. Clean off any wood burrs before fitting into the jig.



With all the pieces cut, mark each one, remove it



and lay it near at hand.



Cut a number of small squares



of thin plastic sheet (polythene) or waxed paper and place them under the longerons at each joint. This is



to prevent glue sticking to the base. Now glue in the diagonals. If they are properly cut in the first place, no additional clamping pressure will be required for setting. Once the glue is dried, sand the excess off the upper



face of each joint and scarf up the ply sheets for the fuselage side skins. Sand the scarfs on the ply smooth be-



fore attempting to glue to the side frames. Do not cut the ply to the exact shape of the side frame at this stage; allow at least an inch extra on all sides (plus a good ten inches at the nose) to allow for slight misalignment. Glue on the ply skin having first marked on the top side the correct positions of all members as a guide for tacking. Apply setting pressure with ordinary staples 32
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release all the external locating blocks and gently prise out the side with the blade of a broad chisel. Take care not to crush the wood. Trim off the excess ply, sand off surplus glue on the inside (underneath) of each joint and remove the wire staples with an old JA in. chisel.



A useful tip to remember is that plywood attached to a flat frame will after a while slacken and 'oil can'. This



is not really detrimental to strength, but it looks very bad and certainly does nothing to improve performance.



This can, to a certain extent, be avoided or checked by dampening the upper surface of the ply with a wet sponge immediately prior to glueing it to the frame.



This dampening must be done evenly and a few moments allowed for the ply to creep before glueing. When the



ply dries out, it will be drum tight. With 1/32 in. thick,



ply,



it takes only a matter of seconds for the water



to soak into the top lamination and expand it for glueing but with Vs in. thick ply, ten minutes should elapse. On no



account over-wet the ply or allow the underside to become damp otherwise the glue will not stick. On the Minor, the nose is bent in after boxing up to make certain of the rigidity of the structure and ensure trueness. Make up four 'L' braces exactly 90 deg. square and screw them to the floor at predetermined stations either side of a centre-line. Between these, clamp the fuselage



sides at working height. At all times when clamping to aircraft timber, use scrap wood caul blocks to prevent local crushing of the aircraft timber. The pressure which



can be accidentally applied by tightening up a clamp is enormous. On the Minor it is recommended to construct the



fuselage upside down.



Level off the two sides at the



cockpit and at the stern. Clamp two straight-edged boards along each uppermost edge (Fig. 3) to keep it straight and then cut and fit all the cross-members between the two sides. These are fixed in place with plate gussets and saddle gussets. Repeat the process for the lower edges (top longerons) and then cut and fit the ply bulkheads and stern



post. The fuselage is now locked square but can still warp from side to side.



Make certain that the fuselage sides are in their correct relative positions and that a line drawn between two corresponding points on each side cuts the centreline at right angles.



Fit the bottom plywood skin from the stern post to the edge of the forward ply bulkheads (Fig. 4). When nailing or stapling the ply to cross members between the sides, have" an assistant dolly up the member from underneath with a heavy weight or the flat of a heavy hammer otherwise the wood may split and the terminal glued joints will crack. Turn the fuselage the right way up and cut and fit the diagonals in the top side between the cross members having first clamped the sides between the straight boards Utr fiaoK aficraf f 
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To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.
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In designing the optimum ignition sys-. 48 APRIL 1990 ... The primary design goal was to produce a ... in a specially designed processor be- fore it is passed to ...
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is how I get my 6 ft 1 inch into it. It is a pretty good trick. All considered it has been fun working on it not to mention flying it and. I think it is going to be fun having.
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Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...
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Dec 4, 2004 - This covers 98% of aircraft wiring, and good thing too. ..... possibly make the airplane any harder to work on? And why .... elbow like a rope and make 10 loops. ... using welding cable from your local welding supply house. Yes, it's ..
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